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By Sean O’MEARA
Marriott Corp. had no comment
for reporters yesterday as a body
was removed from New South cafeteria. The body, identified last

night

as

Noal

Bat

the dry bulk hopper at the top of

Jannoh,

36,

of

Tcobeyo, a former Czech Republic, was found wedged in the top

of the frozen yogurt machine.
Despite silence on the part of
spokespeople for Marriott Corp,
which operates New South and
Darnall under contract for the university, rumors that the body be-

longed to an employee of the cafeteria were dismissed last night by
the coroner’s report. Jannoh, a
former French Foreign Legionnaire and war photographer, had
been reported missing by his wife,
Marina Jannoh, in August 1993
when he failed to return from a
meeting with a potential employer
in Prague. Czech authorities were
unable to turn up any evidence of
foul-play or any clues to Jannoh’s
whereabouts until yesterday’s
grisly discovery.
Jannoh’s body was found by

Ignatius Wallaby, 42, of Prince
George’s County. Wallaby, a
Marriott employee who is in
charge of maintaining and stocking the frozen yogurt machine,
said he discovered the body after

numerous students complained of
detritus in their frozen confections.
After finding nothing wrong with

the machine, Wallaby closed it
down to investigate further after
the lunch rush.
At approximately 4:30 p.m., ac-

By YonaTan Lupu

cording to Wallaby, he removed °
the water-proof bladder that sepa-

Hoya STAFF WRITER

Reversing a previous decision, University President Leo J. O'Donovan, S.J., issued an executive
order yesterday calling on department heads
throughout the university to cut spending in order
to cover the growing Medical Center budgetary
deficit. The order will affect students significantly, because the biggest cuts are to come from
financial aid and student services. Also, tuition
will be raised by about 7 percent, the largest single

rates the dry bulk from the machinery of the machine, only to release
“the devil's smell.” Wallaby discovered Jannoh’s body stuffed
between the cooling elements of
the machine.
Anton Kornhauser, District
coroner, said late last night that the
circumstances of Jannoh’s death
were “mystifying.” “Despite positive identification of the body as
Jannoh through dental records, the
body, which is in the final stages
of advanced decomposition. “offers few clues as to the cause of
death,” Kornhauser said.
Kornhauser reported that the
body had no “visible signs of
trauma,” but refused to rule out
foul play. Kornhauser concluded
that Jannoh’s body had been
lodged in the frozen yogurt machine for “at least six months.”
Mandy Atlas (GSB 00) said
she was among the students who
reported problems with the machine to Wallaby. “I poured my-

increase in Georgetown history.
“The economic status of the Medical Center
and the whole university is quickly deteriorating,”

O’Donovan

fingernail on top,” she said. Atlas

WiLLiAM BROWNLOW/THE
Hoya

Adead body inthe advanced stages of decomposition was found
inthe New South frozen yogurt machine yesterday.

redin 1997. Nevertheless, the university administration expressed its commitment to continuing to
operate the Medical Center. “Helping the sick and
conducting scientific research are key to the Jesuit
mission,” O’Donovan said in January.
Many students had suspected budget cuts were
imminent, but the administration allayed these
fears by introducing new money-saving initiatives. However, according to University Treasurer Nicole Mandeville, “These initiatives
proved to be insufficient to cover the growing
costs of maintaining a costly facility such as the
Medical Center.”
According to Mandeville, the main campus has
been told to spend approximately $6 million less

University Sponsors Second Dip Ball

in fiscal 1998 than it did last year. More than $3
million is to be saved by slashing student scholar-

ships and work-study positions. About $1.4 million will be cut from other student services, including club funding and dining halls. The other
$1.6 million will be covered by a tuition increase.

Uzebekistan Embassy To Host “Twilight Over Tashkent”
By Aubrey E. SEGuy
SPECIALTO THE HOYA

In response to the overwhelming demand for
tickets to this year’s sold-out Diplomatic Ball, the
School<of Foreign Service announced late last
night that it will sponsor an additional dance.
With all 700 tickets sold in three hours, the
record-breaking “Moonlight over Moscow” was
the fastest-selling
in school history, leaving many
students unable to attend one of Georgetown’s
most prestigious events.
The Diplomatic Ball II, “Twilight over
Tashkent” will be held April 24 at the temporary
embassy of the Republic of Uzbekistan on the
corner of 15th and K Streets in Northwest Washington.
Dean Gallucci of the SES credits “intense
pressure from upset students who couldn’t purchase tickets on Thursday” for the administration’s

Executive Vice President for the Main Campus

rapid response. One such student, ‘Erika Muhl
' (COL 00) said that she “had been looking forward to going to the Diplomatic Ball since last
year,” but was unable to get tickets.
A student in a similar situation, Elizabeth A:
Cholis (GSB 00) came up with the idea for a
second formal dance and went to work right

diplomats, focused on securing the site, Cholis
worked on the administration. By Monday night
the team had been able to make all the necessary
arrangements and was awaiting the official sponsorship of SFS. After a full day of deliberation,
including meetings with the current Diplomatic
Ball committee, Dean of Students James A.

away.
An ad-hoc Diplomatic Ball IT committee, cochaired by Cholis and her roommate Megan E.
Walker (FLL *00), was able to obtain permission
from both the Uzbeki foreign ministry and SFS
by Tuesday night. “Putting ‘Twilight over
Tashkent’ together in five days was very demanding,” said an exhausted Walker, ‘“However, the two years of Uzbeki that I have taken
through the FLL sped the process up enormously.”
While Walker. working closely with Uzbeki

Donahue, and University president Fr. Leo J.
O’Donovan, S.J., the plans for a second Diplo-

movement to increase club funding, clubs will
have much less money to work with this year than
they have in the past. Entire organizations will

matter what.” said Former Heavyweight Champion of the World,
Mike Tyson in a speech at Gaston
Hall Monday Night.
The embattled heavyweight
boxer, banned from fighting in the

talk covered
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Mava Sap Knock You Out/THE Hoya

Heavyweightboxer Mike Tyson, aninternational relations expert, discussed
fighting as a way to improve world peace.
diverse as Kurdish-Iraqi relations to
international law.
“Don [King] told me that
if I break the
law again and fight only in Cuba, the

U.S. cops can’t arrest me,” Tyson said.
“We are proudilyowed to have a
statesman with the level of respectation

See TYSON

SPEECH, r. 4

Jeex IN CAMPUS EVENTS

in club spending,

be made in student dining services. Most importantly, he said, the Darnall Dining Hall will close

down, so all students will have to eat in New
South.
crease
“I’m
to go,”

Also, Dining Services will greatly dethe variety of foods available.
sorry, but those yogurt machines will have
Donahue said.

Student reaction to O’Donovan’s announcement was predictably dismal. Newly
GUSA President John Glennon (COL

sworn-in
’99) said

he was shocked that O’ Donovan made this decision without consulting students. “Students should
have been involved in the decision-making process. This is just another example of the

administration’s total disregard for our interests.”
Glennon said fighting the budget cuts would be
GUSA'’s primary focus in the next year. “We are
going to table all other business coming before the
assembly,” he said. “This new development clearly
takes precedence over everything else.”
“Without financial aid I won’t be able to come

back next year. Now I'll never go to med school.”
Rod Tan (COL ’99) said while drying his eyes.

Dominic M. Nardis (COL ’99), Editor in Chief
of the Independent, condemned the university for
discontinuing its financial support of his newspaper. “I guess we’re going to have to start living up

to our name again,” he said.
Justin Dumouchel (COL ’99), president of the
Pre-Med Society, expressed his dismay with the

fact that his club will not receive funding next
year. “I will make the university pay for this
injustice with furious rebukes and lots of other

mean-sounding things. They will not continue
treating pre-med students like second-rate citizens!”
Many students believed the university made a
bad decision in decreasing funding that affects
students in order to keep the Medical Center.
“Clearly, the administration’s priorities are not in
order. There is no point in keeping the med center
if students can’teven geta decent meal on campus
and lots of others won’t even be able to pay for

See MED

CENTER,

». 4

“First it was Gennifer Flowers, then
Whitewater, then the Vince Foster suicide, then the Arkansas state trooper
incidents, then Paula Jones, then all

the campaign finance scandals and now
Monica Lewinsky and the whole White

House intern thing,” Rep. Henry Hyde
(CAS

47)

(R-Ill.), chair of the House

Judiciary Committee and a member of

the panel, said. “How much longer
must the nation put up with his immorality and lack of ethics and respect
towards the American people? IfI pre-

side over impeachment proceedings, I
will take these new allegations into
account,” he said.
According to Buchanan, the Student Affairs Alumni Subcommittee

dollar investigation by a non-partisan
panel of upper class white male alumni
headed by Pat Buchanan (CAS ’62).
The panel researched all aspects of
Clinton's four years at the university

and,

with

the assistance

of Special

Prosecutor Kenneth Starr’s office,
looked into the recent scandals surrounding him.

ordered the investigation in the wake
of the recent scandals. “We wanted to
establish a psychological pattern of

sexually deviant and financially irresponsible behavior that has existed for
30 years,” Buchanan said. “And I really want to get at the damn Democrats,” Buchanan added when he
thought the tape recorder was turned
off.
“Mr. Clinton’s actions as an undergraduate, as governor of Arkansas and

INSIDE

MONICA/I
HE HOYA

President Clinton is under investigation by justabouteverybody, including
the university.
as president of the United States not
only violated many sections of the
honor code but were contrary to the
most-deeply held American values.”
according to the report issued by the
board. “While values are not routinely
taught in the School of Foreign Ser-

FEEL HIS PAIN, r. 4

BRITS: eZ)

* Priest, President, Jesuit. Leo J. O'Donovan
S.J. shows some of the sides of his personality that
Georgetown’s students don’t usually get to see. See
Guide/Features, page 8.

Hons Victor Pace will give a talk entitled “Stay In scHooL:

iG Is BETTER Than THE CBA” —

reductions

Donahue said significant cut-backs will have to

charges as well as the Paula Jones
sexual harassment suit as further reason for the repeal of Clinton’s degree.
According to Assistant Director of
Media Relations Matthew Umhofer,
the decision is the culmination of an
intensive three-month multi-million

and potential

.Thursday, April 2: Jesus will speak briefly about his experience as the Messiah. He
will ise gplatiehly Trinity. For security reasons seating isat 10:15 am— 10: :30

ori

Donahue said.
Aside from

perjury

intern scandal

since

topics as

By BiLL BURKE AND HEATHER
Hauk

The board also cited allegations re-

given lectures as an expert in Inter-

“For example, we will only be able to support
a single campus publication from now on. So, the
Voice, the Independent, the Journal, the Anthem
and the New Press will all have to go. Only Tue
Hoya will continue publishing, as it is the only
group that actually turns a profit.”
Among the other major campus groups,
Donahue said the university will cut benefits to
Nomadic Theatre, Georgetown Improv, the
Philodemic Society, the Lecture Fund, the Black
Student Alliance and the Jewish Student Association. He added that the College Democrats and
Republicans will not receive funding next year
either, but the Georgetown Solidarity Committee
will. “I've always been a Socialist at heart,”

University Revokes Clinton Degree

vealed in the recent Monica Lewinsky

United States after biting off the ear

Tyson's

lose funding completely, and others will have to
trim many corners.”

The alumni board of the Student
Affairs Committee has recommended
that the university revoke President
Clinton (SFS ’68) Bachelor’s degree
due to repeated violations of the student honor code while an undergraduate at Georgetown during a closed
meeting Monday afternoon.

“The most important thing to remember is to kick their asses — no

national Relations. Now that he can
only compete in foreign countries,
he has learned much about improving diplomacy through high-stakes
prizefighting.
“Yeah, Yassar Arafat was difficultonce. He wouldn’t listen to anyone. So. I hit him. Faster than you
can say’ apply heavy pressure,’ the
peace talks were on again,” he said.

number of students who will be affected, but he
estimated that 400 will have their aid “‘completely
or significantly cut.’
Dean of Students James A. Donahue echoed

Cooper's statements. “Despite the recent student

Hoya STAFF WRITER

has

“next year. He said he could not give an exact

that,” said Cholis, a self-proclaimed SFSwannabe.
“Twilight over Tashkent” promises to be no
less prestigious than the traditional Dip Ball and
features a prominent guest list, including the
See DIP BALL Il, pr. 4

By ROGER PADACTER

Holyfield,

Cooper said many students on financial aid will
have to face the prospect of having their aid cut for

but our will and our efforts more than make up for

In Lecture on International Relations

Evander

William Cooper said, “These cuts will result in a
massive change in the average Georgetown
student’s quality of life. This will be painful
process, especially for students who receive financial assistance from the university.”

matic Ball were approved. “The people we spoke
to from the School of Foreign Service were a bit
put off that neither one of us is enrolled in SFS,

Boxer Mike Tyson Pulls No Punches

of

in the university

this.”
Because of the Medical Center’s $50 million
deficit, the university was about $28 million in the

said she had noticed the problem
the
». 4

said. “Everyone

community will have to make sacrifices in order to
ensure the future of the university. Given our
current situation, there is no other way of doing

self a swirly one, and I noticed a
before but continued to use
See NEW SOUTH BODY,

40

Student Aid Slashed to
Cover Med Center Deficit

Body Found In New South Yogurt Machine
Hoya STAFF WRITER

79, No.

* Bitching and Moaning.

12 p.m. at the MBNA Career Center.

Moaning

and

bitching. See Viewpoint, page 3.

* Former Hoya Kenny Brunner annouces
his plans to spend his fall semester in Japan, ‘playing ball...
and whatnot.’ See Sports, page 10.
CoURTESYMARTHA STEWART'S JES ur "LIVING

WARNING! This is NOT the regular Hoya but the annual April Fool’s Day issue. All material in this issue is fictitious, meant only to amuse you, the reader, and to show the humor of news in general.

The names used in this issue are fictitious, and any relation to any persons, living or dead, is purely

coincidental. Don’t get pissed. OK? No harm was intended by this satirical edition. Enjoy.
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VAOH##dH],
May God Help Us All
For several decades Georgetown has continued
pouring millions of tuition dollars into a one of the
most despicable, abhorrent and all-around evil organizations south of the Mason-Dixon line. This
establishmenthas indoctrinated generations of Hoyas
and steered them toward eternal Hellfire.
Yes, faithful readers. this most heinous of organizations is none other than the Georgetown School
of Business.
Sure, it might look like an innocent little operation, purporting to teach Georgetown students
the intricacies of fields like corporate finance and
management. But make no mistake about it, the
GSB offices in Old North are a direct gateway
to the Ninth Plane of Hell, manned by the foulest
demon-lords in the fallen Archangel’s devious
arsenal. Why just the other day Tiamat was seen
splashingabout in the quadrangle fountain. And
couldn’t GSB also stand for Georgetown School
of Beelzebub?
Every year, 300 students graduate from the
business school, having heard the word of the
lord — of evil, that is. They will go on to long
careers in firms like Salomen Brothers, Goldman
Sachs and Andersen Consulting, all of which are
actually fronts for Lucifer’s above-surface operations. In the course of their lives, they will no
doubt suck in other impressionable youths and
lead them to certain doom.
And all this will be thanks to their Georgetown

education.
Ithas come to ourattention this may be somewhat

contrary to that Jesuit mission thing the university
administration is always babbling about. When St.
Ignatius of Loyola used the phrase “perinde ac
cadaver,” to mean blind obedience, he probably
didn’t mean blind obedience to Satan.
Such a large concentration of pure evil cannot
be tolerated at this university, except maybe the
lacrosse team. (But that’s a whole other topic.)
The business school must be closed down perma+
nently, but this will not be easy. We can’t exactly
walk in there and politely ask the Devil if he
wouldn’t mind setting up shop ata university less
averse to evil — say Duke, for example. Unfortunately, Mephisto is not one to give up without
a fight.
:
But fear not, o faithful Hoyas, for God is on our
side! As defenders of all that is just and pure, the
Georgetown community must take up arms against
the sea of enemies embodied in the business school.
The time has come toexpel the GSB infidel from our
otherwise holy midst and turn Old North into a
1,000-hole golf course; the time has come for
Georgetown’s summer soldier and her sunshine

patriot to have their day.
This is not merely a call to arms but a warning
tothe forces of evil from the forces of good. Swift
Potomac’s lovely daughter just won’t take it
anymore!

Expel Liam Kenny
The best thing about sitting around THE Hoya
office coming up with topics to whine about
every week is that we can say pretty much
anything we want and it carries great weight
because it’s in print.
So, considering that, and considering how
elitistand shameless we are, THE Hoya editorial
board has decided to bless you peasants with our
latest half-baked suggestion: the immediate and
unconditional expulsion of Liam Kenny (COL

“98).
If you know Liam personally, you know what
we're talking about. The guy just shouldn’t be at
Georgetown. Sure, he’s got a few things working for
him: He has a cute older sister and an even cuter
younger brother. Hes tall, he’s gota good move to
the basket and he has a Sony Playstation. And he
drinks a lot of whiskey.
But Liam is a sucker, man. He spends most of
his day smelling his various body parts. And he
invites others to smell them. He has no sense of
humor. He can’t cook worth a damn. And his
fashion sense is crap, unless you really like khakis
and flip-flops.
Then there’s that scraggly goatee he grows every
couple of months. On the subject of hair: Do we
need another bald guy on campus? No? Then we
don’t need Liam.
Inclass, he’sabigdork. Hedoesn’tdo any work;
he just sits there and thinks about Bob Dylan or The

Grateful

Dead.

Which

James Di Liberto ~ Editor in Chief

Power Corrupts.

| Hoya Power Corrupts Absolutely.

brings us to another ex-

tremely important point: Liam listens to The Grateful Dead.
Look, we can abide by most music. But there

JEREMY ROTH/THE HoyA

Letters to Jim

is no excuse for The Grateful Dead, and if Liam

insists upon listening to that crap, we don’t want
him here.
We've listed a number of points here, but if
that’s not enough, you’ll just have to trust us.
Liam sucks. He’s arotten dude and we don’t like
him. We’ve talked to him about this, and he still
wants to be “his own person.” Well, fine. Let him
be his own person somewhere else. He doesn’t
understand the importance of conformity at our
university.
Isn’titclear? Liam is the source of everything that
is wrong with Georgetown. It’s his fault Georgetown
is not what it used to be. It his fault the computers
in ICC are so slow. It’s his fault you failed Map of
the Modern World. Don’t lethim get away with it.
Let’s get him. Now.
What’s that you say? What about tolerance?
What about mercy? Well, Georgetown is a Catholic institution, and we’ll be damned if we're going
to encourage tolerance and mercy. Liam is a
bastard kid and we don’t like him at all. We don’t
want

him

around

here,

and

it’s time

university to do something
Georgetown.
Get rid of Liam Kenny.

for the

positive

for

To THE EDITOR:
This is the most factually correct issue THE Hoya has
ever published. I'am proud of your commitment to excellence and the pursuit of truth. Keep it up.
Leo J. O’Donovan, S.J.
PRESIDENT, GEORGETOWN

UNIVERSITY

As a student at Georgetown who has no interest in international affairs, I have been dismayed and personally offended by
several items appearing in your two-bit rag of a newspaper in
the last few years. I am sick of seeing Greeks and Turks battle
it out on the pages of THe Hoya. One day it’s bunch of Greeks
protesting when the Turkish president gets some meaningless
award (‘Protestors Protest Protested Prize Preceding President’s
Presentation,” page 1, some time in 1996). Then, a bunch of
unruly Turks start clamoring when a Greek minister speaks on
campus (“Some Other Article Without an Alliterative Headline,” page 6.02, last week).
I mean, can’t these people just get over themselves?
Cyprus is actually just an over-hyped mountain of sand
stuck in the middle of the Mediterranean.
These people should concentrate their hateful tendencies
on the really enemy: the French.

Now that’s a worthless nation of people ifI ever saw one.
Just ask that guy at the Voice; or any British person; or any

Algerian; or most barnyard animals.

Heather Burke
Miro Kazakoff
Karen Travers
Charlie Prince
Aaron Hiatt

Patrick Hruby
Dash Robinson

Our Laffy Taffy
Likes 'em Young
Won't Work for the Post Anytime Soon

Quarters Champion
D2 Bus Junkie

Lizzy’s Minion #1
The Last of the Line

Taskmaster

James “Thinks He's a Bad-Ass Don” Di Liberto Jr., Jeffrey “Groper” Goldstein, Miguel “Petra” Gonzalez Jr.,
Michelle “Con El Dinero” Los Banos, Matthew “Rain Man” Reilein

Boink!

Randolph Gonzales
Yonatan Lupu
Network

in

R.A. CARBIN (SFS 98)

DEAR JiMmY:
Would you like some cheesy poofs?
AN EEEEEVIL EDITOR? (COL 99)

Yo lJim!:

Now

that my publication has lost its funding, I was

wondering if you would let me join your staff. Hey, I can
write. And edit too! Sure, I could never live up the standards you uphold at THe Hoya, but please just give me a
chance!
Dominic M. NARDIS (COL '99)
EpiTor IN CHIEF, THE INDEPENDENT

To James:

1S THE WUSSIEST THING

IN THE WORLD

Who the hell do you think you are? You're not funny,

CLUB

to focus on the actual and increasingly important news on
campus. Ya know, like a lacrosse player wearing only a bra

beating people up three guys in Village B, a Safe Ride
driver drunk on duty, a kid crashing into a parked car while
sucking his girl’s face, and other fine works of journalism

scalpels. What are you doing up there, reconstructive sur-

that regularly

gery?
And that Geoff Gougion kid. Can’t you get him to spell

excuse for a newspaper.

his name like a normal person?
And do you really need $15 for paper clips?

appear on the front page

of your pathetic

On the hilltop, we are very proud of the achievements of
our students, and I consider your mockery of actual events
in your fake Hoya a huge disservice to our community.

Remember, we at Georgetown strive to achieve personal
excellence. We expect the same of your paper.

THE MEDIA BOARD

To Jim:
Listen, you're a college newspaper editor, so you must
be a pretty knowledgeable guy. Maybe you can help me
out: People keep. asking me what the frequency is, but,
frankly, I have no idea. Do you?

JAMES ‘A. DONAHUE
DEAN OF STUDENTS

Hey THERE, J.D.:
I just wanted to say hi and that I'm sorry I couldn’t give
you all the presents you asked for last year. It’s not that you

weren’t good — then I would have given you a lump of
coal. It’s just that, well, we were a little bit short on leather
goods. Hopefully, we’ll be better off next year.

KENNETH

DEAR JIMBO

Bored with Editorials: James Di Liberto Jr., Zoo Keeper
Andrew “Bushy Blonde” Amend, Aaron “Aaron” Donovan, Miguel “Tape-Face” Gonzalez Jr., Yonatan “Frazier” Lupu,
Jonah “Ali” Nolan, Matt “Sarcasm” North, Kathleen “Krazy” O’Brien, Sloane “Mellow” Starke

Nicolina Kuh

lawyer to contact you sometime

:

I therefore invite all Georgetown students to join my new
club: the France is the Wussiest Thing in the World Club.
Really, we got SAC funding and everything.

gadgets you never use. Like those computers, and wax, and

Stephanie Gatton
Hears Rumors
Miguel Gonzalez Jr
Psssssst!
Geoffrey P. Gougion
Tombs Bum
John Keenan......
Still Crazy After All These Years
Matt North
Gonzo-less
Clay Risen
Clay Is fromthe Earth

Jamey Boike

like that.
You can expect my
the next week.

paper makes me nauseous. As Dean of Students, I ask you

The London Plough
Colin M.LA.Newman
Hammer-Throw Champ
SeanP.Flynn
Puke-o-Matic
Matt Gaertner
Andrew Amend...
Armchair Dictator
Yonatan Lupu
The Rational Animal
Elizabeth Whitehorn... Editing That Nutty Columnist
Keren Moscovitch...
Picture This
Aaron Donovan
He’s Insane!!!

Michelle Los Banos

and any other

that. It’s like a hip, indie version of “Chris.” Or something

To MR. D1 LIBERTO:
What in the names of Jesus, Mary and Joseph do you
need 10 cellphones for? We have had just enough of you
and your Hoya cronies always asking us for money for little

James Di Liberto Jr., Hasn't Bathed Since '86
Ann Lawrence, Indy Men Do It Best!

Dip Ball Dork

you let this jerk continue to besmirch your pages

Tue Hoya isn’t funny and the April Fools Edition of your

RHESUSIg: MONKEY

- Matthew Reilein

Why

right-thinking American.
Why don’t you just give that John Nagle guy.a chance?
Or lure Tris Harter away from the Voice? “Tris” — I like

To THE EDITOR:

PRESIDENT, FRANCE

Board of Dictators: Geoffrey P. Gougion,

Plus, he continually encourages gambling.
with his bile-spewing pen is beyond me —

JACQUES JOSPIN (GSB "01)

Sloane Starke
Jeffrey Goldstein

slandered
just about every sports team on campus. Except
the tennis team.

Skimmin’ Offthe Top
Cash-or-Carry

Keeps a Messy Office
Dismantler

bums. Address
THe Hova is published twice each week during the academic year with the exception of whwenevr we just don't feel like getting off our lazy
.edu.
all correspondence to Hente 23, Georgetown University, Washington, D.C. 20057. Tel.: (202)784-7139. Fax: (202) 687-3929. E-mail: hoya@guvax.georgetown
at various campus
THe Hova is composed through a slow, meticulous process wherein we make up a bunch of nonsense, slap it down on paper and drop it off
:
Re
g
’
:
loocations. Circulation: 8,400,000,000,000,003. Well, give or take a few.
persons
Persons attempting to find accurate information in this newpaper will be prosecuted; persons attempting to find quality writing in it will be banished;
;
i
L
i
attempting to find truth in it will be shot. By order of the editors.
except
—
world
the
in
individuals
disturbed
most
the
of
some
of
ramblings
The writing, articles, pictures, layout and format are the illict-substance-aided
the weak
for the ones at the Voice. The campus is safer for having us couped up in the Leavey Center all the time, instead of outside wreaking havoc on
ir
ho
and innocent masses.
any
To those of you who haven't figured it out yet, this is the April Fools Issue of The Hova. The contents of this issue are completely fictional. However,
resemblance to real persons or situations is absolutely intentional. Have a nice day.

In the past, I have been disappointed, even mildly dis-

SANTA CLAUS

gusted with Patrick Hruby’s contributions to Georgetown’s
newspaper of record. But this time he has simply gone too

far. In his April 1 article, “Hoyas Win National Champion-

JAMES:

ship,” Hruby deliberately and blatantly misrepresented me
Although I was close to being drunk at the time, I never
said a word about former Hoya George Butler. And I have

. How’s it hangin’ dude?
Cool. Well, we just wanted to let you know that we were
sitting around and decided we’d drop you a line.
Cause Karen Travers is a hot reporter. And how! She’s

no idea where the “Turkish leagues” misattribution came

so awesome

from. I’ve never been to Turkey in my life. I' ve never even
eaten at a Turkish restaurant. What I said to Hruby was that

THE

and my postgame statements.

too. Thanks.

FooTBALL TEAM

I created a virtual Jerry Nichols, that Nichols never got the
playing time he deserved, and that in some
maybe I could make things right.

But I guess I shouldn’t have
Hruby. This is the same loose
a Georgetown Solidarity sign
golfing legend Ken Venturi

small

way

expected anything less from
cannon who reported as fact
that never existed, demeaned
and over the past two years

DEAR F**KBAG:
I thought you weren’t going to print this kind of stupid
letter in this issue.
MiGUEL GONZALEZ JR. (COL *98)

+. VIEW POINTE BLANK...
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Why We Just Don’t Fool Around

A Little Help From Your Friends
thing seriously wrong with you.

answers compiled by the people whose
Dear Hova:

I’m really not that bad a driver, butI
recently got my third D.U.L. (I have
been framed consistently, I swear!)
Anyway, I'm currently between jobs,

I can’t seem to get a date on this

and I’m afraid my police record might
not exactly be conducive to my career.

campus to save my sheltercll life. I've

I mean, three D.U.I.’s doesn’t look all

tried everything from spending every

that good on a job application.

spare minute at Yates to wearing pearls,

Any advice on-how I can get around
this whole thing?

substandard meals than any student).
H@w should I handle the situation?
— Marquis de Marrirott

but nothing seems to work.
Is there something seriously wrong
with me? What should I do?
— Really, Really, Really, Really,
Really, Really, Really Desperate

Déar Marquis:
Kick ’em out, dammit! Duh.

Firstofall, try shortening your name.
Your situation is clear enough
your letter.

Second, why don’t you write a little

Andy

Amend

—

Ah, I remember fondly now my
days on the Hilltop. Hard to believe
it’s been so long. You see, my good

Dear Unemployed:

fellow, I graduated in 1908.

from their offenses. Never would a famous columnist be allowed to devote
one of his famous columns to the selfserving and narcissistic endeavor
of whin-

Actually, there’s been a real de-

ing about his GUSA campaign. That
simply would not be allowed. An editor
would approach this famous columnist

like it. If they only knew....)
Anyway,

I’ve been noticing lately

(When I say “wrong,” by the way, I
mean homeless people who could probably benefit more from one of our

Yes, there is probably some-

and say “Nick, [not his real name], look,

XOXOXO,
THe Hoya

that some of well, the “wrong” people
have been eating here on guest passes.

the journalist.

is ripe with egos. The code protects us

mand on campus lately to redo Healy
Gates. A hundred grand or so should
do quite nicely.

I mean fine young people, to go here.
(Such.a shame their food doesn’t taste

Love,
Tue Hoya
P.S.

08)

Dear Old, Rich Dude:

paysa lot of money for these little brats,

get to meet the
with my stature
column comes

by The Voice: irrelevancy. We all —

ing for clubs and increased financial aid.

ment here in the nation’s capital. OK,

no one gives a damn about what you’re
running for and how bad you lost. Write

Letters to Dear Hoya should be at-

tached to a brick and thrown through
a window of Henle 23.

smuggling between the Maldives and East Timor,
but a much more tocological subject has arisen.
Yousee, [received a

letter today from a

Juan ABDUL
Tung Sook

Uzbekistan presents a problem to would-be
loup-garous,
for
the
Uzbekistananians’ national

intracutaneous
pastime is pyro-

GARCIA
The Armchair

knobkerrie of the opposite sex to extirpate with.

umnist: You realize,
of course, that while

Diplomat

Reality

Land

does

Hello peon comrades.

Obviously, this boy's opinion about the validity of a degree from our prestigious institution is completely
and
prednisonally
from

SES?

Personally, I'm

degree
in
Fishmongering

going

ephants; I have no desire to be tripping over
insalubrious corpses and

falling into turbidi-

metric mounds of elephant dung all the time.
Utah,

as

I learned

in my

“INAF

80,423:

Utah, Mountainous Land of Polygamous Midgets” class, is a mountainous land of
mous midgets, and, as we all know,
are very thylacine, not to mention
mous. and would therefore be difficult
quer and rule.

polygamidgets
polygato con-

.

Woe, woe, woe to the foolhardy officers of DPS who dare to turn
theirbacks onthe resistance! Little do they know how the revolution
is gathering strength! The hour will soon be at hand!
tains an iodopsin number of cows, all of its citizens are named “Juan,” (is that a slivovitz’ fata
morgana or what?) and it is shaped like that most
procrustian of bodily organs, the pancreas.
So how to take the first oblation towards stomping Uruguay like adog in the manger? Obviously,
any mallemuck worth his salt begins by raising an
army. Though that may sound to you narrowminded peritriches like a holus-bolus of a task, I

know otherwise. I have been to many a cryptococcal IRC
conference, and I have felt the
mithridatistic energy in the air — hundreds of
misshapen, boring IRC quacksalvers passion-

Campus Opinion:
Rasta Man, COL ’??

’01

other, less worthy, newspapers. We don’t
play those games here at Tue Hoya.
dammit — we’re journalists. Legitimate
ones. And some of us are even famous.

Nicholas Johnston (COL '99) fancies
himself a famous columnist for Tue Hoy.

these Jesuits

ANDREW
CURRY

have

all: the trappings

of

market

in contraband

ate of the masses is creeping
back into the classroom and the

Seven Feet Tall

And

Counting

“progressive” hippy pinkos in
the English department have
banished Shakespeare from the

classroom, or sO my sources on
The Academy and in the Stewards tell. me. Maybe there's
something else.

Maybe it’s MARRIOTT!
Working with that most insidious and powerful of all secret
societies, the STEWARDS (v.
I. IT and IIL, all rights reserved.
pat. pend.)!! Think about it —
they slip secretadditives
in their
starchy food to dull our minds.
the Stewards, led by luminaries
like John Keenan (COL 98).

infiltrate influential campus organizations like The Voice and
THE Hoya to twist the minds of
Georgetown students and capture their stunted, careerist

turned in. Yeah, maybe it is their

hearts; and then once we graduate they pump us for everything we have, building up a colossal endowment that they use to further their evil ends! Oh,
sure, they CLAIM the alumni giving rate is one
of the worst in the nation. Have they ever shown
us the budget? Have you everactually metarich

alumnus? All the money is going straight back

cannily dubbed “office hours?” Who invents

to Marriott HQ in Utah, via the secret Stewards
HQ hidden underneath the statue of John Carroll.
Ever wonder why they don’t want you to sit on
the nice brass guy’s lap? It blocks their satellite
transmissions — the one they use to try to
control my brain. What a scary thought — John
Keenan, Steward, Marriott co-conspirator and

mind-bending, oxymoronic Newspeak like “centered pluralism,” “quality point average” and

puppetmaster. taking up residency in my brain.
Enough to make me hate this place.

cramped closets in ICC, tiny caves that induce

“Marriott food?”

in ICC attic: Oh mustachioed one, our strength
grows every day. Soon we will be powerful
enough to overcome bionic DPS guards.

The Armchair Diplomat will be drawn and
quartered tomorrow afternoon in Red Square.

I'll tell you who. The administration! The
JESUIT administration! The Jesuitical Jesuits,

Seven Feet Tall and Counting is a column
where a whiny SFS senior — one who's really

the Pope’s commandos, sneaky, underhanded

really tall and thin as a wire — complains about

and well-educated. What business do they have
running a university? Or. far worse, acting like
they knew more than students about things
Catholic? Isn’tthis the order that was excommunicated a few centuries back? No wonder they

the petty crap most of us learned to deal with a
long time ago. Mavbe he was breast-fed too
long by his momma — or maybe he’s just a
really big wuss. Either way, you've got to admit
somehow vou just love him. We do.

Compiled by Kenneth Starr

sa

Sorry, I'm a little tied up right now.
Deus Ex Machina, GSB

Two — one to hold the lightbulb and
Joe Hoya, COL

Fool’s day to look on THE Hoya with
pride. I canread today’s paper and smile.
Not because some staff writer thinks he
wrote something deliciously amusing,
but because that sort of banality is left to

condoms thrives under their
helpless Catholic gaze; the opi-

assign the homework, expect the

Billy C., SFS ’68

Hey, now! Did someone say screw?

sure,

answers to be correct and set dates
by which papers are supposed to be

drawing and quartering, of silly columnist. If you
have horses or very large dogs we can use for
drawing and quartering, give them to us. Or we
will kill you, too. Also, a special message we send
to beloved Che, who remains secretly imprisoned

Es

library on Saturday nights.
It’s appropriate that I take this April

power and dominance — fancy offices, air
conditioning, riding crops, leather trusses — but
haven’t they lost every battle they've tried to

the ones who give the exams, and

reading about countries that

y

Angola is kept where it belongs: in the

istration doesn’t seem to have much power. Oh,

On the other hand, maybe it’s my
professors’ fault. After all, they’re

tally boring, and thoroughly
overfed bourgeouis columnist-man has been stuffed in
a little box and will soon be
mailed to our secret tree-fort
clubhouse to await torture
and death. His misled remarks about our beloved
multiple homelands were
merely the last straw. We in
VPCGLFUB have tired of

God. what a stupid question. Uh, I mean,
there was no screwing whatsoever.

importantly, what some guy in your Map

fight? There are women on campus now, after

If a train leaves Chicago heading south at
65 miles an hour, how many Jesuits does it
take to screw in a lightbulb?

Uh, I don’t know ... Got any Doritos?

OK

all; a thriving black

claustrophobia in any student attempting to attend the one-on-one indoctrination sessions so

J. EDGAR HOOVER/T11E HOvA

publication.

rible person. Then I realized that while all that

order to educate vapid
masses about who you must
not write like, we will hold public execution, by

ing Uruguay and then ruling with an iron fist.

campus

was true, I was also a long-haired freak with no

may or may not existin words
we do not understand. In

Begin-With The Letter U to become the absolute dictator of Uruguay. How, you ask? Well,
that’s the topic of this week's column: How
I’m going to apply my SES proctitis to captur-

legitimate

want to keep crucifixes out of classrooms!
They’re trying to turn us into godless Protestants! FIGHT the POWER!
Now thatI think about it, though. the admin-

think I'm kidding,

fault I can’t get into grad school, or
get a job. or graduate. Those oppressive bastards. They need to be
stopped. They MUST be stopped.
FIGHT the POWER! Down with faculty!
Bring the torches and crowbars! We're storming
the ICC! (I have a long list of professors whom
I promised would be first up against the wall
when the revolution came, so check with me
before starting the executions.)
On the other hand, maybe the faculty are just
pawns in a more sinister game. After all, who
signs their checks? Who assigns them their

to use my

Comparative
Historical
In Countries Whose Names

First of all, the question “Why Uruguay?” must
be answered. There are so many countries beginning with U to choose from! However, this
“ slavocratic range of choices is quickly narrowed
by the fact that my concentration has been on
Uganda, Utah, Uzbekistan, and Uruguay.
Each of the first three trichomoniasises eliminates itself fairly easily. Uganda, based on my
knowledge. is on a big phallic continent under
France. and contains mostly famines and el-

I

of your newspaper dialectic
medium. Your foolish, fa-

incunabulous. What can one do with a B.S.

Never would the institution of THE

could hang out with. Instead, I met
beer, and spent my freshman year
inadrunken, lonely, desperate haze.
I’dlike to think that’s why my grades
were so bad, but I’m pretty sure it’s
because I am a lazy punk.

ian Che Guevara Midget Liberation Front, Uruguay
Branch. I have taken control

named) B.S.’s?”

famous columnists and lowly reporters, are held to exacting standards of
truth and objectivity.

‘gent, well-balanced people who I

am Juan Abdul Tung Sook
Garcia of the Viet-Palestin-

people going to do with your ridiculous (and aptly

this publication ensures that all of us,

to make ME unhappy.
When I first arrived, I hoped to
make friends. Meet happy, intelli-

AND
NOW
FOR
SOMETHING
COMPLETELY DIFFERENT

their lives and $120,000. What the hell are you

content of the newspaper must be held
to the highest standards. Truth is not
an option. The fine editorial staff of

conspiracy going on. A conspiracy

not exist). it doesn’t
matter if you can
write 3,000 words
about, say, the tragic plight of flaming quince tart
jugglers in suburban Abu Dhabi. School of Foreign Service students are wasting four years of

Famous columnists and geo-political goons, however, are not the only
ones subjected to the rigorous standards of this secret code. The entire

future. Thanks, Nick Johnston
(COL 99), for exposing my dark
secrets for all the world to see. You
bastard.
But back to my point. I’ ve looked
for four years, and I think there’s a

the Viet Cong! Wait, there's
a faradization at the door ...
ow! hey! leggo!

have discovered that

the student body turn? The Voice? Of
course not, for obvious reasons. The
Independent? Yeah right — there’s a

of the Modern World class thinks about

the code

or the

sociopath, a misanthrope and a generally hor-

Yassir Arafat’s turban! Nuke

note: afterconsulting
multiple almanacs, I

publication of record. Where else could

talking about Dave Mullen. And most

process

Ha ha. Funny funny.
Well, let me introduce myself. Andrew An+ drew. Bitter bitter. Angry angry. Wacko wacko.
I used to think it was all my fault — that I was a

like to launch into a diatribe
about the Middle East.
Down with the PLO! Steal

Land, where most of
us live (columnist’s

in trust

serves its

peace

don’t you? It is the April Fool's issue, after all.

But before I continue with
this jejune hermeneutic, I'd

you think you're
smart, in Reality

paid

purpose, and the diplomats-in-training
are kept off these pages.

i ’M So ANGRY
I hate Georgetown.
Yeah — you probably

for any kind of

With the right hebrephenia, that energy could be
channeled into a glorious military ¢ondyloma. I
can picture it now: a conquering horde of IRC
fablieau under my command,
marching inexorably in
whatever direction Uruguay
is in, positively Hanoverian
on earning their foga virilis.
Modiolous!

countries, Uruguay has a lot going for it. It con-

price

More Pissing and Moaning

mania, and therefore their population dwindles

preganglionically
dolichocephalic College of Arts and Sciences lad that reads,
“Dear Boring Col-.

the

tion. Therefore,

East

would allow the more stuffy members

closer to cypripedium every day.

In contrast to the titubations of these prelapsarian

but

United Nations. Exactly, the concept
is ludicrous. Fourth-year Foreign Service students are ignorant, pompous
fools. Allowing them a voice in this
fine paper would destroy the institu-

Middle

be spared the ego-glorifying ranting ofa

and looking desperately

charge),

then, how about the Academy? Don’t
be stupid. What are you, some kind of
Steward tool? (Hey freshmen, ask an
upperclassman why that’s funny.)
It’s just not worth it.
So I'm proud of my paper and I'm
proud of the respect we at THE Hova
accord the sacred rites and traditions of
legitimate journalism. The egos of famous columnists are keptincheck (‘“Hey,
look at me! I'm a GUSA rep! Thanks for
your support.”), and I'd never waste time

Hova be perverted through something
silly and inane like a “fake” April
Fool’s issue. Sure, such a publication

ately wishing that their roles in: their occipital
mock U.N. games were related to real-life significance

Dave Mullen’s (COL ’99) name in one

of my columns for no other reason than to

about something else. Like the Spice
Girls.” And thus the paper would be
edited and you, the reading public, would

Look Out, Uruguay — Here I Cometh
ELLO, PEONS.
This week, I had planned to share with
you a most muskinongic exposé on lint

fortune and

editors, columnists and famous columnists — strictly abide by the rules and
regulations it specifies. It helps make us
what we are today.
For instance, the world of journalism

Tell me, to which of these noble causes
should I direct my donation?

well maybe not “high-class” — it’s a
university cafeteria.
But somebody

is not all fame,

this sacred, many layered, multi-hued
pact. Itensures that this publication maintains a certain level of professionalism
and avoids a fate similar to that suffered

I run a high-class dining establish-

personality of a two-by-four, but hey,
he’s desperate too!

make hima famous campus celebrity like
myself, an editor would put an immediate stop toit. “Who the hell is Dave?” this
editor would say, “Get that out of there.
Replace it with Posh Spice or something.” He would probably also, at this
time, turn to alcohol.
Imagine also what would happen if
some fresh-faced young SFS diplomat-supreme-wannabe was allowed to
rant at will in this paper about the

Everyone here at THE Hova is part of

In any case, I’ ve made an awful lot of
money over the years, and I want to give
a little something back. I've heard students need better technology, more fund-

— Old and Rich, (GSB

sure, he’s got the

keep better company now, go to cooler
parties and am rejected by better-looking

be the day when I finally
Armchair Diplomat. No,
comes duty, and with my
responsibility.
It is the sacred trust of

Dear Hova:

feminism in the United States in general — and give it to every freshman
girl on campus. If that doesn’t work,
learn to cook. Or try putting a raunchy
personal ad in another paper. Or call

would be far too great. Never again
could Georgetown students look to
THE Hoya as a beacon of truth and a

A FA-

praying every night that tomorrow will

— Sadly Unemployed

beige pamphlet explaining your prob-

lem — and for that matter the state of

columnist’s friends. If 1 wanted to put

columnist

Dear Hova:

Best Wishes,
Tue Hoya

from

Over the last few months I have
personally ridden a meteoric ride into the
pantheon of great legitimate journalists. I

I, I'M NICHOLAS JOHNSTON:
mous Hoya columnist.

women. But the life of the famous Hoya

Catch ya later,
THE Hoya

Have you looked into Safe Rides?
We hear they have an opening.

Dear Desperate:

of the newspaper’s staff a chance to
actually be entertaining (something I
do every other week at no extra

+

Dear Hova:

names appear in the box on page 2.

failed campus politician.
Shameless name-dropping is also
strictly forbidden. Columns cannot be
abused for the personal gain of the

A Famous Columnist

HIS ISSUES MARKS THE DEBUT OF
The HovA’s new advice column
“Dear HovA.” Here are some
questions our readers have sent in with

T

Page3

one to drink until the room spins.
Johnny C., COL

’98

Sorry, we're a little tied up right now.

Jim Di Liberto, COL ’00
1789

John Keenan,

COL

’98
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“THE N

Administration

FEEL

Actually Forms Standing Task
Force to Create Task Forces
By AMANDA HuGGINKISS
In a move to streamline the task
force
formation
process,
the
university's Office of the President
has established the Standing Task Force
to Investigate and Form Task Forces.

Matt Gaventa (COL

’01) ech-

oed the feelings of many when he
called the move a ridiculous selfparody that actually proves the administration is as dumb as we joke
it is.
“This is a ridiculous selfparody that actually proves the ad-

ministration is as dumb as we joke
it is,” said Gaventa. “So do have
any plans this weekend Amanda,”
Gaventa added.
“With the school forming task
forces at the rate of two per week,
this step is more than prudent. It is
necessary,” said university spokesperson Seymour Buts (G.S.B. '89).
“This will be more than a meaning-

less do nothing task force. It will be
a meaningless task force to create
meaningless task forces... So are
you seeing anyone,” Buts added.
The history of the Standing Task
Force to Investigate and Form Task
Forces is long and sordid one. After
first being conceived by late Philosophy Professor Oliver Klothesoff
in 1952, Klothesoff was reportedly

laughed out of a university board
meeting for such a ridiculous suggestion, according to University Historian Hugh Jazz.

“This is all part of a continuing
trend in the modern era to dust off
ridiculous

ideas

we

rejected

for

good reason in the middle of century and reintroduce them as a part
“Have

Porsche

you

ever

ridden

a

before?” asked Jazz beUSE THE TASK FORCE,
p. LUKE

HIS PAIN, From p. |

vice, Clinton’s actions went beneath
all reasonable standards of decency.
Besides, he was stupid enough to get
caught,” Buchanan said.
The first violation cited in the report
was related to Clinton’s alleged promiscuity while an undergraduate. “Mr.
Clinton’s behavior repeatedly violated
numerous subsections of the Student
Code of Sexual Ethics. He constantly

exhibited licentious philandering behavior towards the female population
of the university and was reprimanded
numerous times by the Residence Life
staff for late-night noise violations. It

has also been confirmed that he violated the Department of Public Safety’s

the door. He then ARgedly deniandla

funds from high placed professors in

lege Democrats, have expressed con-

oral sex from her. “He asked me if I
wanted to meet his ‘little Willy,”
Miranda said.
The incident was brought before the

the department of East Asian studies.
The report states that Clinton may. have

cern that Buchanan’s political views
may be in conflict with his supposedly

Honor Council in spring 1966 for investigation but dismissed due to a lack

the

tify,” Miranda said. “Clinton offered
me a position as a SAC commissioner

Clinton’s key files were missing from

if IT kept my mouth shut.” Perjury
charges for this incident are now being
considered.
Dominque Tricks (NUR ’66) said
Clinton hit on her one night in an M
Street bar. “He asked me to come back
to his dorm so he could fulfill his SES

dreams of taking over a sovereign na-

Fatikh

Teshabev

of

Uzbekistan, who will be attending the
event with his wife. “Having Georgetown
University’s Diplomatic Ball is a chance
for our young republic to gain recognition and respect among Washington's
diplomatic community. We will all be

working hard over the next few weeks to
make

this

operation

a triumph

for

Uzbekistan,” Teshabev said.
Matthew Reilein (SES ’00), chair of
the original Diplomatic Ball committee,
denies that sense of competition has
sprung up between the two Diplomatic
Ball Committees. “We regret that some

Med Center Deficit

handcuffed me and insisted that I be his

demanded sexual favors,” said Mandy
Miranda (NUR ’69). “He promised
me incentives so I gave in. I was weak
to his charming Arkansas accent. You
don’t hear much of that in Jersey.”

hostage that I began to feel nervous.”
“‘Ol’ Billy boy was a stud on cam-

and it holds a special place in'my heart.
I even wanted Chelsea to go there but

pus,” former Clinton

she wanted to go to a better school. I
was
an
exemplary
student
at
Georgetown. I was a model governor.

According to the report, on Nov. 7,
1965, Clinton, who was then serving
as sophomore class president, invited

Miranda,

then a staff worker in the

student government, into the student
association office in Healy and shut

Activities Cuts
MED

CENTER,

rrom p. |

tuition,” said former GUSA
John Cronan (COL 98).

Others

who

President

disapproved

of the

university’s decision were the 78 university employees who will lose their jobs
because of the budget cuts. These are
mostly employees in Darnall and the
Offices. of Student Affairs and Student
Programs.
Director of Student Organizations
Martha Swanson is one of many in OSP
who will not return to the Hilltop after the
summer. “After so many years of service
to Georgetown, [ can’t believe the administration is just going to toss me out
like this. I hope everyone in the administration burns in hell for the grievous sins
they have committed!” she said.

a new meaning to the late night escort
service.”
In addition to these incidents of sexual

misconduct, it was also alleged that
Clinton’s unsuccessful campaign for
student association president received

students were not able to purchase tickets for ‘Moonlight over Moscow’, and
we have done everything we can to
promote Dip Ball II. I'm not familiar
with the Embassy of Uzbekistan, but
I’m sure it’s just as nice as the Russian

embassy and that attendees will have
just as much fun.”
According to Teshabev, no Russian
citizens will be allowed at the ball.
Tickets will go on sale Thursday at 11
a.m. in the Leavey Center. Muhl and her
date, Edward Davis (SES ’00) have said
that they will camp out Tuesday night in
hopes of being among the first to get the
tickets.

WE'RE MoRE

THAN JusT BOOKS.

Some members of the campus community, including members of the Col-

S.J. said, “The university determined
that this investigation is a more impor-

tant use of university money than club
funding or increased financial aid. Who
needs a new art center, anyways? Besides, the cost of the investigation has
been more than offset by recent contributions from the Christian Coalition,
the NRA and the Moral Majority.
[Former GUSA vice-presidential candidate] Peter Corsell (SFS 00) was
instrumental in setting up corporate
sponsorships from these organizations
for the investigation.”

Corpse Reminds Hoyas
About The Importance
of Eating Low Fat Foods
NEW

SOUTH

BODY, rrowm Pp. |

machine for “dietary reasons.”
Student reaction around campus
was equally mixed. “Everybody
knew they were putting human flesh
’99).

Dean

Enrico

Blather

shocking but wanted to reiterate

the importance of low-fat foods in a
balanced diet.
“Frozen yogurt has always been
a tasty way to keep abreast of the
calorie monster,” Blather said. The
U.S. Bureau of Statistics claimed
that frozen yogurt mortality rates
have always hovered around 2 or 3

per thousand per year in the continental United States.

Tyson Speaks to SFSers
TYSON SPEECH, From p. 1
. that Tyson has to come to our university,” said School of Foreign Service
Dean Robert Galucci and Don King in

a joint statement.
“Besides,
lete. Maybe

he’s a tremendous athhe can teach some of

GU’s

rowdy

more

former

athletes

proper behavior,” added Galucci after
the talk
Tyson also answered many questions from the audience of over 400
SES students.
“What do you think about nuclear proliferation?” asked Kirk Boyle (SES *00).
“Molestation! It wasn’t me! Iswear! She
looked like she was at least 20! I didn’t
know—" Tyson said before Don King
pulled him away from the microphone.
Tyson wasn’t the only luminary at

Gaston on Monday. GU alumnus Presi-

dent

Bill Clinton

(SFS

Please say that scheduling a
midterm on April Fools day
was a joke. It was a joke,
wasn’t it? Please.

We're not

ready! What would Kant say?!
Think about the ends to such
an action! what story can ex-

plain your actions?!

Dip Ball 11
held at the Second-Rate embassy of an
almost Third-world Nation because no one

else trusts a bunch of drunk college kids

'68) agreed

with Tyson’s sentiment.
“Hey, Mike and I go way back. A
few years ago he came over to the
White House. We got these two young
interns from my alma mater in my
office and Mike began to ... Hey, you
ain’t gonna talk to Ken Starr, are you?”
Clinton said.
“This is the most recent in a long
line of great speeches we’ve brought
to campus this year, including Judge
‘Reinhold. Tony Orlando. Joseph
Buttafucco, Janet Reno and a panel of
rhesus monkeys,” said Jay Bartlett
(COL 00), chair of the Lecture Fund.
The speech was sponsored by the

Lecture Fund and the School of Foreign Service.

I. Jack De Gioia,

TUBE SOCKS

RememBER:

serve as a model to all current SES
students and to the nation as a whole.”

(COL

SORRY, NO CONDOMS!

(because we can’t sell condoms on campus)

I am a true leader as president. My
actions, standards and behavior should

of Student Health and Habituation
claimed that the discovery was

For Sale: ‘discouttied X-Ray Machines, Cat-Scanners, MRI
Examiners, Beds, Suppplies, Linens, Toiletries, medical waste
material, limbs, blood, patients, accountants, surgeons, lots of
nurses, morphine, diseases, catheters, slighty soiled bed pans,
prozac, enemas, hypodermic needles, and a big empty building.

at the Bookstore

House Press Office. “All of the charges
the report has raised against me are

in the food,” said Randall Gems,

~ Georgetown University
Medical Center

15% Oft

Joe

he was

a brother in Alpha Phi Omega, he gave

Foreclosure Notice:

Results in Student

Democrat,” Klein said.
According to Buchanan, these allegations are false. “I am completely
impartial on this issue,” Buchanan said.
When asked about the 10 million
dollar cost of the investigation, University President Leo J. O'Donovan

“Clinton repeatedly harassed me and

roommate

crats, College Republicans and GUSA
used to do the same stuff. ... Buchanan

is just picking on him because he’s a

untrue. I had a wonderful, stimulating
four years at Georgetown University

’68) said. “When

the allegations against Clinton are nothing out ®f the ordinary.
“My buddies in the College Demo-

Clinton denied all of the charges

tion,” Tricks said. “His dorm, Harbin,
looked so new and well-built that it
seemed like something out of a dream.
It was only after he blindfolded and

Burke (GSB

neutral position as chair of the investigation panel.
Former College Democrats President Izzy Klein (COL 99) said that

listed in the report. “I find it shocking
and disheartening that my alma mater
has followed the recent media bandwagon against me and feels the need to
revoke my degree,” Clinton said in a
statement released through the White

> ~Q

Il, From p. |

the alumni office. This problem was
compounded by the recent suicide of
Alumni Archivist Jerry Foster.

“gm

DIP BALL

It took two extra months to finish
investigation because several of

of evidence. “At the time I didn’t tes-

Temporary Embassy To
Hold Second Dip Ball
Ambassador

accepted the money in return for a student association endorsement of a proposed Maoist studies major.

proper use of handcuffs
property.”
was obtained from sevclassmates of Clinton.

code for the
on university
Testimony
eral female

ofa ‘return to family values,’ Jazz
said.

Hoya

University Rescinds Clinton Degree

Finally Loses It
OLD SIMPSONS REFERENCE
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.. figure out the rest, peon

Disclaimer: We debated whether or not we should actually do a fake Voice this
year, since they seem to spoof themselves so well on a weekly basis. For better
or worse, though, it’s tradition. Hey, a fun game to play with your drinking
buddies is to read The Voice aloud and take a shot Zid there is an obscure
you'll be on the floor in
pop culture reference, or a typo, or both. Either way,
minutes. Also, the existence of Katherine Tyler continues to bother us.

A barrel of monkeys
A wise man once said that if you locked 100 monkeys in a room at typewriters, one would eventually
type out the entire Bible. So what do you think would happen if 16 monkeys were locked in the Leavey
Program Room? Would they eventually get the administration to increase club funding? We think so. That’s
why we advocate replacing the GUSA Assembly with a gang of rhesus monkeys.
Sure, monkeys can’t talk. Sure, they masturbate uncontrollably. And sure, they like to defecate and
throw it at innocent bystanders. But does this mean they couldn’t be effective legislators? Well, in a word, no.
In fact, we think that monkeys would be just as effective as our current representatives, and a hell ofa lot more
entertaining. Imagine a typical meeting — instead of 16 overly pompous self-important college kids yelling at
each other, you'd have 16 cute little monkeys jumping around on the tables screaming at each other and
urinating on the floor. Not like either would get very much done, anyway.
And whatever decisions needed to be made would be done easier with monkeys. Instead of lengthy
debates, each monkey would be placed in front ofa pair of bananas labeled A and B, each representing an
option. Whichever the monkey picked would be his vote (come to think of it, that system could be used with
human representatives, too).
Monkeys are some of the most intelligent and gregarious of our primate cousins. So no one needs to
complain about GUSA being exclusive and elitist. Instead of inconveniently timed “town hall” meetings, we
would just let the monkeys loose in the airport lounge. Sure, they might bite and pull out hair and throw
excretions, but hey — sometimes you have to ruffle a few feathers in the name of civic progress. We figure the
same could be done to improve town-gown relations — instead of going to all those stuffy ANC meetings, we
could let the monkeys loose in Burleith for a night. Imagine the joy on Westy Byrd’s face when a horny rhesus
monkey starts screeching outside her window, all in the name of saving Duke Ellington Field?
Of course, this would put the human representatives out of work. But at least the president and vice
president could be kept on as the official monkey keepers — hey, someone has to change their diapers every day.
All in all, the obstacles to our plan are minimal, and the improved efficacy and hours of enjoyment to be found
in our “Monkey Plan” are surely worth any penalties we might incur by stealing monkeys from the National
Zoo.

Do you care
about this country?
We at the Voice have been watching with bated breath as President Clinton makes his historic tour of
Africa, visiting capitals and potentates of so many of its countries. We were especially pleased to see him stop
off in Yolatengo, the capital of Urubongo. As you know, we at the Voice feel it is our duty to continuously
reference the plights of obscure third world nations for the sole benefit of sounding cool. Impressed, huh?
Anyway, we viciously denounce Clinton’s blatant failure to support the efforts of the Anarcho-Syndicalist Beekeepers Cooperative of the Upper Xanadu Highlands. Do you realize that fully .45 percent of the
honey bought in Wisconsin comes from the lovely Highlands? The full importance of this valiant band of
workers is not lost on those in the know. (Sure, we lift most of our editorials from the Around the World box
in The Washington Post, but that doesn’t mean we don’t care).
We fully support the efforts of these brave, freedom-loving beekeepers. To show our solidarity. we are
going to raise our own embargo on all imports from Wisconsin (except Shaun Tandon, because without him the
Voice will only sink deeper into mediocrity). You’ve prbably stopped reading, so BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH

\

about the dark side of 80s television.

Ben’s. She learned a valuable lesson that day

dawg’.” Kathleen ran out, never to return to

asked him to sign her MetroCard. He stood
up on his stool and said “I’ll sign your
MetroCard if you take a bite of my ‘chili

Kathleen was understandably thrilled, and

e You won’t believe what happened to
Kathleen the other day. She was hanging out
at Ben’s Chili Bowl — you know, the real
home of the Voice — when who walked in but
Emmanuel Lewis of “Webster” fame (do you
know he was 32 when he made that?)

means — time to switch over to light cigarettes. And if you see someone jogging on
the Exorcist steps, push ‘em down.

BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH ...................

lezhZorg
LED
:

Nicole’s Sick Animal of the Week

.

S\

rhesus monkey

Ne?

he
the AIDS-infected

Our paradoxical

self-loathing pretentiousness
A few nights ago, I sat in my living room
remembering one of my favorite childhood stories, “Green Eggs and Ham.” I recited the words
of the brave little yellow creature that wouldn’t
eat what Sam I Am kept shoving at it, “I do not
like green eggs and ham.” I was combating my own
plate of absurdly-colored food, of sorts: a week
without writing a column.

Carrying On, And On, And On
by Kyle Sproul

See, | was born with complications that

“I totally need to confess to everybody
who reads the Voice that [ occasionally stop shaving my legs but I love makeup and high heels,” |
blurted to my roommate.
“Shut up,” she replied with the intonation a kindergarten teacher uses with a really whiny
student.

Now, at age 20, I cherish my clumsiness, as it is
another quirky trait that sets me apart from the
run-of-the-mill crack whore. Also affected was my
brain, which is why I quit writing columns on a
bet. My friend will attempt to curb his appetite
for midget pornography and adopt my hippie-chick ”
lifestyle just as 1 will stop rambling about myself
in print every three weeks. I will be a non-column
writer. | won't even be able to casually impress
you peons with the fact that I’m from Seattle and
spent my spring break in tragically hip Hungary
and the Czech Republic.
There is no real prize for the winner of
this bet. It is a matter of listing brands of cigarettes, because smoking is cool — Gauloise, Red,
Camel, Parliament, Misty. So while I would like
to say that the effort to quit has something to do
with my desire to overcome my communication
barriers and live fearfully and in isolation, I am
really quitting because I want more speech therapy.
I just want to win. Granted, I know that ultimately
I will become some old woman who has yellow
teeth and lots of pets.

Review

The Weather Week

hindered the development of my motor skills. I
was a little less coordinated than the average kid.

a

-2

Yn Review

We do,

Week 1: Oh what a beautiful morning! Today we initiated our new feature, the Weather Week in Review, because Chris Hoerter couldn’t get off his ass long enough this week to write 100 more words of
psychobabble to fill this space. Besides, with El Nino in the news and all, we figured weather humor
was the kind of cutting edge commentary that our faithful readers should expect.
Week 2: Oh what a beautiful day! The weather Week in Review has exceeded even the ever-chipper
Shaun Tandon’s expectations. We're blowing The Hoya out of the water in the realm of weather humor.
Is there a Bunn Award for this stuff? And damn, wasn’t that line about the “interregnum” of rain a hoot!
Week 3: We can see clearly now, the rain is gone! Breakdown? No — breakthrough. Fresh out of ideas,
we went out on a limb and borrowed from an old Monty Python skit. Some said it was wholesale theft,
but we like to call it enlightened pop cultural referencing. Halfa page. And besides, we just know our
faithful readers love to read about Dimmesdale, the renegade hedgehog on trial!
Week 4: | see a bad moon rising. Running low on ideas. There is dissension in the ranks; some seem to
think that weather humor just really isn’t that funny. Fie on them, says Tandon, and we press forward.
Still, the limits of weather humor are becoming clear, as we are reduced to making vague references to
silly clichés — “clouds look smaller when you’re walking on the ninth one.”
Week 5: When the levee breaks ... After this week’s fiasco, the painful decision was made to put the
Weather Week in Review on hiatus. It seems like weather humor was above everyone’s heads. It’s clear
Georgetown students are a bunch of meteorologically-challenged yokels.

This is not your ordinary purblind weather forecast (do you know what “purblind means?
peon). A look back on the Voice weather looks back of the year that was, 1998:

mamma.
A
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Or my NBA er pred

dictions. Or, God forbi

that. Sorta ely indie vers
~ other people.
3

iid That was the
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_, The subject is myself.
Did you know that played T

scarred me in ways I'm just begi

bef

rand:
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troughs igh :

deadline scars this paper in ways that are obvio

how just tossing together a few

to anyone who takes the | time to reac
And | maybe you don’t know my

and the Jets. Some

but mostly 1 like it Tosg

are the Yankees

Thanks, we needed that.

You should.
A moment for us:

Hey, thisiis MY column, and

I've got oe - the bree, I

drivers sure talk funny.

I’ve even got jokes, Funny jokes1that center
topics like rap lyrics,Sporsesgienateh

A lot funnier than that lame ¢

dian over at Hoya Sports.

Certainly not me. Than

~ Memo to you, pal: No one i

you don’t exist.
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Last Week’s GUSA Meeting:

, or keep pigging out on this SAC money?”

8:01 — “Mmmmmm!

Photo Essay

7:46 — “How about a task force on brownies? Ha ha.”

Finger lickin’ good!”

:

4

: Two students caught drunk.

posessed beer. Their

tained foon

names

One

were referred to the

cag on John Carroll statue. Name

March 30, Jesuit cemetery: TStadenss report
disinterrment of two graves.
i
ae
¥

‘March 31, New South Cafeteria: Body found in

frozen yogurt machine in New South.

Aren’t We Cute?

NY

Taal
IT
Cronan and Dan Leistikow
and a bunch of tools who ride their bandwagon

Sponsored By Embezzled Club Funds
A Kill all the Incumbants Production
Rated R -- for Run away from the theater

PKEREN MOSCOVITCH/THE Hoy: 4

From left to right: News Editor Miro Kazakoff
(COL °01), Staff Writer
News Editor Heather
News Editor Colin M.
Editor in Chief James

Hova News:

Tiffany Schatz (COL 00),
Burke (COL ’00), Senior
Newman (COL ’00) and
Di Liberto, Jr. (COL 00).

Slingin’ It At You Every Tuesday
and

Friday

ve LIME TO MAKE
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THE DOUGHNUTS,
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YOU BASTARD...

Many
Of Leo

Wednesday, April 1, 1998

Faces
Jd.

O'Donovan,

S.J.

A

Thought our beloved president has spent
his entire life serving the Society of

investigative know-how to uncover a different side of Leo J. O'Donovan, S.J. We
concluded from this remarkably welldoctored evidence that the prez held down
some notable show biz gigs before he
took the helm at the nation’s oldest
Catholic university.

/

Jesus? Think again. The entertainment
gurus here at THE GUIDE and FEATURES
have employed their snooping savvy and

Mai

Nobody gets between Leo O’'Donovanand hislubed-up assaultrifle. Thatmuch

was clear when Leo challenged Pierce Brosnan for the role of James Bond.

NN

2

ia

A

TEA

Se

Like any budding actor, Leo made his rounds on the low budget soft porn circuit.

4

put him
Every actor hits a slow period, and when adraughtin his film career

A renowned swinger in his prime, O'Donovan cruised numerous local

on the streets, Leo was forced to fight bears for a living.

nightclubs in search of love and liquor.

|

did

!

Nal

:

i
Bie
wl
Always game for a little rowdy horseplay, Leo lends his sculpted backside to another one of his ravenous admirers.

\

O'Donovan has never been able to put his showbiz pastbehind him, evidenced by the brawl he instigated after rushing
the stage in the middle of a Georgetown Players Improv show.

THE FEATURE

Wednesday, April 1, 1998
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Hoya
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I Hate This
Headline
I hate

tial employers. I hate the job search. I
hate all the people who have wellpaying, satisfying careers. I hate beautiful people. I hate ugly people who
parade their flaws. I hate “Living
Single.” I hate morality plays. I hate
Matt Damon and Ben Affleck. I hate
hand-cuffs. I hate loud car stereos. I
hate men who claim to have small
genitals. I hate potted plants. I hate
fetishes. I hate Optimus Prime. I hate

black people. I hate white people. I
hate men. I really hate women. I hate

someone has confessed something ter-

By Your MOTHER
Piss Orr

Why beat around the bush? I hate.
More than anyone I know. I hate pretty
much everything you can think of. But
in the interests of clarity, for all the
folks who haven't figured it out, I prepared a brief list.
I hate you. I hate me. I hate hippies

and

drunks.

I hate

rednecks.

politicians. I hate people who claim not
to follow politics. I hate The Beatles. I
hate lubricated toilet paper. I hate estro-

gen. I hate the horses they kill to make
jell-o. I hate watching bouncing sex
organs on the glimmering TV screen. I
hate lust. I hate sloppy, horny college
students. I hate people who are proud
of drinking cheap beer. I hate people

who

know

the difference

between

a

‘lager’ and a ‘pilsener.’ I hate a used
Ford Bronco parked in the back of my
house. I hate the new low-fat chips that
leak out your ass. I hate older people

leather pants. I hate the pause after

I hate the new low-fat
chips that leak out your
ass. I hate older people

who fart in public and
don’t apologize. I hate
‘experts.’| hate liberal
arts. I hate citrus drinks.

who fart in public and don’t apologize.
I hate ‘experts.’ I hate liberal arts. T hate
citrus drinks. I hate God for inventing
venereal disease. I hate Bob Barker. I
hate ‘spayed and neutered.’ I hate steel,
and plastic, and wood. I hate construction workers. I hate people who romanticize construction workers. I hate the

guy who drinks beer out of a sweaty
shoe. I hate people who aren’t embarrassed by porn.

Who's wearing the pants in the oval office? Nobody if not Jonah. Our very own angst expert got down and dirty to prove that even the leader of the free world can
be seduced by a quick tongue and a fiery Irish wit.

I hate the fact that my

living room smells like a public toilet. I
hate folks who tell you that these are
the best days of our lives. I hate poten-

rible. I hate how my huevos stick to my
leg. I hate people who want to under-

stand. I hate scientists and idiots. I hate
people who quote poetry. I hate people

who memorize sports statistics. I hate

“the sky above and the sea below. I hate
pubic hair in unusual locations. I hate

dental floss. I hate long, slow walks in
the country.

I hate sunshine

and public speakers.
hate the distance
and your. mouth.

soldiers

I hate words.

between

my

Quote of the Day:

‘Save the whales, they make us look thinner.’
|
Tae Hoya PuzzLER

-

By Yon Lupu and Clay Risen

ACROSS
1. Taj Mahal Site
5. Beer pick in Cancun
10. MLB numbers
14. Friend, in Paris
15. Seinfield’s Network
16. Swiss cabin
17. How come?
18. Dark beer
19. Spherical object
20. Eastern-European
22. 16th President
24. Adam and Emmitt
25. Former Hoya Ewing
26. Georgetown Dorm
29. April |
33. Idiot
34. Buffoon
35. Jackass
36. Ass
37. Blockhead
38. Dolt
39. Bore

DOWN
1. Bonehead
2. Dope

29. Dupe
30. Looby
31. Witling

40. Dunderhead

3. Turkey

32. Donkey

41. Sucker
42. Ignoramus

4. Dumbdumb
5. Sap

34. Simple Simon
37. Driveler

44. Imbecile

6.Bird-brain

38. Dumb ox |

45.Clodplate
46.Clown
47. Tomfool
50. Wiseacre
53. Noddy
54. Loon
56. Dullard
58. Fathead
59. Meathead

.

— Anonymous
&

yao

atic

rail
7s al

7. Lame-brain
8. Numbskull
9. Dimwit
10. Chump
11. Crackpot
12. Laughingstock
13. Dumbass
21. Goose
23. Stooge

/%

25. Schlemiel

51. Numbskull

61.Noodlehead
62. Lunkhead
63.Jolthead

26. Schmuck
27. Screwball
28. Retard

52.Boob
55. Moron
56. Fool

VOTE MARION BARRY

‘He puts the Colombia in the
District of Columbia

YR

2 IF

40. Mooncalf
41. Geek
43. Oaf
44. Ninny
46. Cretin
~ 47.Nincompoop
48. Nitwit
49. Simpleton
50. Dunce

60. Cabbagehead
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UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON, D.C:

Why are you still here?

Georgetown Wins National Championship
Injured Center White Scores 40, Ineligible Guard Perry Adds 32 as Hoyas Stun Blue Devils 145-123
By Patrick HRUBY
Hoy 1St14rF WRITER

The Georgetown men’s basketball
team captured its second national
championship by shocking heavily
favored Duke, 145-123, last night at
Village A E402 on “March Madness
‘98 for Sony Playstation.
Senior center Jahidi White scored
agame-high 40 points on 20-21 shoot-

ing and freshman guard Anthony
Perry added 32 to lead Georgetown.
For Rasheen Carbin
(SFS 98), who
as “Player 1” controlled the crudely
animated, three-dimensional com-

puter-generated Hoyas, the victory
was one to savor.
“I just bought this game last week,”
he said. “I don’t even know which
button is shoot and which is pass.
And

I'm

already

a national

cham-

pion. Only in America.”

and

declared

Georgetown took charge ofthe game
from the outset, opening with a 24-8
run that left Duke visibly frustrated —
or as visibly frustrated as fuzzy, glitchy
computer polygons can look. White
keyed the spurt with 10 points, all of
them on fast-break dunks.
Tony Taylor (SES ‘98) — “Player
2” and in control of the Blue Devils
— was incredulous.

any

object

“That’s totally unrealistic,” he
said. “Jahidi is just not that fast. How
can he keep beating Elton Brand
down

the court? Those programmers

are complete idiots.”
But just as it seemed the Hoyas
might run away with it, the Blue Devils responded with a run of their own.

Carbin, nursing a six-pack of beer,
lost interest in the game, stood up

that

look

As Carbin

he

could

‘make

placed

a book

on his

head and grinned, Duke took advantage. Four consecutive half-court

three-pointers from Trajan

Langdon

—

scored as

one of them

“Perry shouldn’t have come up with

mistakenly

a five-point basket by the overtaxed
Sony CPU — made it 24-21.
“It’s just a video game,” Taylor
said. “Why shouldn’t Langdon knock
down that shot? It’s not like Wojo

gets any love in this game — 52
shooting rating my ass.”
The Hoyas and Devils then traded
dunk after dunk and were tied 75-75
with 19 minutes to go when Perry
caught fire. Perry’s steal and threepointer made it 78-75, and his six
consecutive
baskets
gave
Georgetown a 90-75 advantage.

in them. Over the next 1:30, they ripped

said. “I pressed

offa 43-20 run. And after a steal and

shoot, but it passed instead. The computer was trying to screw me.”

aflickering, 720-degree double-pump

Taylor questioned the use of Perry,
who was not eligible to play for the
Hoyas this year. In real life.
“Everyone is eligible to play for
me,” Carbin said. “I even created a

throw
points,
pound
loudly

that

cute.”

steal,” Taylor

virtual George

Butler.

There’s

some

talent in those Turkish leagues.”
Behind a flurry of three-pointers
from senior team captain Boubacar
Aw and junior center Jameel Watkins,

Georgetown
80 with five
“The key
ton,” Carbin
from the left
Jameel look
The Blue

extended its lead to 110minutes to go.
is to use the turbo butsaid. “And always shoot
baseline corner. It makes
like Steve Kerr.”
Devils had one last push

dunk by William Avery from the free

line, Duke trailed by just seven
123-130 — leaving Carbin to
his living room table and curse
in frustration.

“l hit the start button,” he said.
“Clearly. Anyway, Rasheen needs a
bigger TV. I couldn’t see anything.”
Carbin felt his play was fair.
“He never touched button,” he
said. “And if he did, it wouldn’t matter. The start button is broken on that
control pad. Or is the C button?”
After the game, the Hoyas cel-

“Georgetown giving up 43 points
in less than two minutes could never

ebrated with a jerkily drawn victory

happen,” Carbin said. “In real life.”

dance,

But just as Duke showed signs of

a comeback, its momentum was broken. A phone call from Taylor’s girlfriend interrupted play. Taylor left
the game to take the call, and in his
absence, Carbin restarted play and
poured in 15 unanswered points to
finish the Blue Devils off.
Taylor,

furious with the outcome,

claimed he paused the game.

a still screen

that read “Con-

gratulations. Please try the ‘AllAmerican’ difficulty level” and a
wailing, Van Halen-esque glam rock
guitar

solo.

Carbin and Taylor plan to stage a
rematch in a Super Bowl between the
Cincinnati

Bengals

and

the Arizona

Cardinals tomorrow night. The game
will be held sometime after Carbin’s
afternoon class, if he decides to go.

BaseBaLL: BaLTiMORE 30, GU 1

Jeepers! Jahidi’s Jewish

Hoyas Get Trounced By Orioles
After Royals Don’t Show for Game

Center Fakes Injury to Honor God of Abraham
By RecclE WHITE
Nor Gonna BE 4 CBS ANALYST

Senior

center

By ArRnoLD T. Pants

Jahidi

ESQUIRE

White

missed the last two months of the
basketball season due to an ankle

The Georgetown baseball team got a
taste of the big leagues as they were
trounced by the Baltimore Orioles at
Camden Yards Tuesday afternoon 30-1.

injury. Or so he would have you
believe.
But after a month-long investigation, Hova Sports has uncovered the shocking truth about
White’s absence:
Judaism.
The crutches, the cast, the limp-

Coming from one run down in the top
the first, the Orioles quickly rallied for 30
runs in the bottom of the inning before
the Hoyas ‘pitching
retire the side.
to attend the game
would actually
Orioles.

his refusal to play on Saturdays.

the

their plane.
Orioles owner

after

asked

of religion.”

interview conducted

lar telephone.

over a cellu-

Peter

Angelos

HovA SPORTS:
— i Point-Shaving Scandal Rocks

18. Tongues ofFire
19. Colonials
20.Redskins/Yellow Peril
(tie)
21.Furious Georges
22. Swamp Denizens
23. Sea Otters
24. Los Perros
25.Bulldogs

“Either the bullpen has to stop giving
up runs or we are going to have to start

flying around the country in a 747,”
Muser said. “We have also considered
selling the team to the Fox Network and

From Deep Fried to Deep Blue: There’s

A New Captain on Board for Georgetown
By Juanita
You CAN SHAVE My ARMPITS

All

his

life,

Captain

Horatio

— How in the World Can George

McCallister has harbored a simple
dream: to.commandeer a seaworthy

Washington Have a Better

vessel and set sail for high seas adventure.

An Investigative Report

— GU Drops Nike Athletic
Sponsorship in Favor of British
Knights

~ — Track Team Wins Again; Hova
Sports Botches Coverage
|
=Paticke Wash Gets a Job Offer

Healy’s Heroes
Blue and Gray Sox
Wizards
Bullets
African Sand Weevils
Protestants
Candlebox
Battlin’ Bishops

SAILING

Intramurals

Basketball Team Than Georgetown?

3. Inquisition
4. Shaolin Warriors (Kenny
Brunneronly)
5.Hazzard Boys

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Royals manager Tony Muser said the
Royals are looking into buying a new
team plane.

In the Next Issue of

AP TOP 25 Rejected
Georgetown Nicknames
1. Zephyrs
2.Orangemen

9. Joyboys

ERA problems any time soon.

The yarmulke in this photo tipped off Hova staff genius, photographer and
investigative reporter Geoff Gougion to Jahidi White's new religion.

puts you to shame,” Veeck said. “I really
have to hand it to Peter Angelos.”

8. Terrapins

said

will be on hand again this evening, as the
Royals are not expected to solve their

You, Me JACK AND FRANK/MaDisoN HOTELS

als staff combined.
Baseball promoter Mike Veeck said he
is extremely excited about the chance for
fans to pitch in the big leagues.

6.Rum Swilling Jesuits
7.Fighting Jesuits

Social Security Administration.
Fortunately for Orioles fans, the Hoyas

currently

enrolled at this university.”
Hoya photographer and investigative reporter Geoff Gougion first
noticed Jahidi’s new faith when
looking through file photos.
“lI just thought it was a
cheesesteak,” Gougion said in an

Only the Best Looking
Columnists

big win, most of the Orioles did not claim
their game checks and instead opted for
a lucrative monthly paycheck from the

the time of day,

are not

HoOYA SPORTS:

whatever it is you are looking for?”
Tue Hova also learned that after the

be appropriate at this time for Coach
to make a comment about scientific
which

have more experience than the Marlins

was a welcome surprise.
“l think they played as well, if not
better than the Royals would have,”
Angelos said. “Kansas City, Kansas
City, when is it that you are gonna find

Shapland responded, “It would not

processes

Just when you think no one will ever
outdo you, someone comes along and

Marlins relief staff. It is rumored that
former Northern League pitcher Ila Borders has been camped out in front of
Camden Yards for the past week. With an
ERA of 27 in one third of an inning
pitched, she is the only person known to

seeing the Hoyas on Tuesday afternoon

cations director Bill Shapland said,
“We fully support the students’
When

the opportunity to try out for the Florida

earned run average in the cargo hold of

consulting with Judaic adviser Jason Hlaim (JSA 98).
“Yeah, baby,” Hlaim said. “It’s
about time this campus woke up
and smelled the matzah. G’bye.”
Georgetown senior communi-

right to freedom

the

the situation but it has been reported to
The Hova that the Royals did not have
enough room for the enormous team

White made his decision to forgo

Sabbath

against

agement was unwilling to comment on

rim with a monstorous jam.”
play on the Lord’s

be playing

to make the scheduled game. Their man-

ments. And let me tell you, there’s
punishing

were noti-

The Kansas City Royals were unable

“In the Torah, it says to keep the
Sabbath holy,” said White. “It’s
right there in the Ten Commandabout

anyway,

bullpen and a higher ERA than the Roy-

fied early Tuesday afternoon that they

White did not play for the Hoyas:

holy

to

The Hoyas, most of whom had planned

ing around campus. All of it an
act, all of it an elaborate ruse concocted to hide the real reason

nothing

staff managed

turning Kaufmann stadium into a giant
pre-game barbecue pit for Chiefs fans.”
Tonight’s game will feature a novelty
giveaway. The first 25 fans with any
pitching experience whatsoever will have

Now, he has his chance.
McCallister will be the new coach of
the Georgetown sailing team, Athletic
Director Joe Lang announced Monday.

“We felt the sailing program
needed to go in a new direction, to
set

its bearing

hard

to

stern,

so

to

speak,” Lang said. “And Captain
McCallister is the man to do that.”
The
Georgetown
job
is
McCallister’s first as a head coach.
But at a press conference Monday,
the swarthy captain carried himself

like hard-bitten veteran of the deep,
impressing reporters and sailors alike
with his uncouth, seafaring manner.
“Aah har-harr, ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha,
ha-harr,” he said. “Fairly warned, be
thee, says 1.”

The weather-beaten, squinty-eyed
McCallister comes to the Hoyas after
seven years as the proprietor of the

Frying Dutchman, an all-u-can-eat
seafood restaurant.
McCallister was asked if his extensive experience with deep-frying
and imitation crab
meat would be of
any use to the
Hoyas.

“Aahrr,” he said.
“[s it more ice tea ye

be needin’?”
McCallister
brings a new set of
goals to the Hoya
sailing program.
“Aahrr, bring me
the
blackened
heart of the white
whale,”

he

said.

Cocktail,

har-

“Repent, ye sinners!,” he said. “Re-

poons, the Hoyas ventured forth into
the great blue frontier.
“I’m. not sure if | ‘like Cap

with

try-works

and

pent now in the eyes of God and hope

McCallister,”

said
sailor

junior
H.

Tho-

m
a
S
Worthington
IV. “I mean, he
made us swab
the decks! Back

at the San Diego
yacht club, we
leave that to the
Mexican

illegals. Do you
realize I only
had time for one
pina colada?”
“And what the

“And all hands
train yer eyes for
hell does he mean
sea
squiddies.
CHLOROPHYLL MAN/MORE LIKE BORE-OPHYLL
by ‘Avast, ye
There be gold in
Sea Captain Horatio McCalister
Landlubbers’?”
their bellies. Aye.”
After clearing
Those goals were
the coast of Maryland, the Hoyas enevident yesterday, as the Hoyas condured a frightening moment. McCallister,
ducted their first practice under
scanning the horizon with a bronze teleMcCallister.
After
rigging
scope, suddenly fell to his knees.
Georgetown’s top-line boat, the S.S.

that he hath

mercy

on yer souls.”

McCallister then pointed at a large
dark shape off the ship’s starboard bow.
“Ave, “iis he,” he said. *’Tis the
leviathan, the scourge of the deep.
‘No man is safe!”
The dark shape was later identified
as the U.S.S. Phoenix, a Los Angeles
-class nuclear attack submarine.
“Aahrr,

‘tis

not

a

boat,”

said

McCallister. “Tis a remorseless killing machine.”
Later in the afternoon, McCallister
had all hands lash themselves to the
ship’s mast. He then poured fresh
beeswax into their ears.
““Aahrr, the siren’s song is sweet,” he
said. “But she be a harsh mistress, aye.”

After the Hoyas returned to port,
McCallister was asked for his impression of the ship and crew.
“Aabhrr, they're a scurvy lot of sea
dogs, har-har,” he said. “But I’ll make

seafarin’ wretches of them yet. And
she’s

a fine

lady)

that

ship,

strong

and true. But the captain’s chair — it
be high, says I. Har-har-har, har-har.”

